Au Point: Examination Listening
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Emka.si EAP7307 Academic Speaking and Listening Each candidate receives independent scores for listening and reading comprehension on a scale from 5 to 495 points. The total score adds up to a scale from HSC Online - Section 1: Listening Au point: examination listening / Peter Dyson. Teacher's book Dyson workbook. 1998. Bookmark: http://trove.nla.gov.au/work/6938385; Work ID: 6938385 Au Point: Examination Listening Teacher's Pack: Peter Dyson. Au point, the leading A Level French course, has been fully revised and updated to match the requirements of the new A Level specifications. Extensive market Au Point: Examination Listening Teacher's Pack: Peter Dyson. The Academic Speaking and Listening course aims to develop students' language skills, signals in spoken text (speaking and listening activity & final examination). Procedure